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Missouri Tax Bills

Information from the Missouri Budget Project:

Missouri legislators may soon be considering separate tax bills that would make Missouri’s tax system even more unfair and would take away critical resources our communities need to prosper.

Contact your legislators today to let them know you OPPOSE these bills.

The irresponsible tax giveaways included in HB 2540 and SB 674 far outweigh the positive changes they include.

Senate Bill 674 would cut Missouri’s corporate tax rate nearly in half, benefiting large corporations, and changes are being made to House Bill 2540 that remove positive components that were in the original bill, like closing loopholes. Instead, the changes are doubling down on tax cuts that are weighted to benefit the wealthiest Missourians. Already in Missouri:

- The vast majority of Missouri families already pay a higher portion of their income in taxes than the top 20%.
- This unfair system has caused a budget crisis that is leaving our communities without the resources they need to prosper.

Both HB 2540 and SB 674 give more unfair tax breaks to the wealthiest, leaving our families and communities to pay the price.

Tell your legislators to oppose these bills.

Click here for a link to Missouri General Assembly and Legislation